
Subject: Re: RailML semantics, nextdeparture, recurringschedule
Posted by tuomas.tiihonen on Wed, 11 May 2011 12:01:19 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Joachim RubrÃ¶der wrote:
>  
>  Hi Tuomas,
>  
>>  Our Next departure is used by the driver of the train. So after driver
>>  finishes one departure the driver can choose next departure for the train
>>  he/she is currently driving. If I understand correctly it is perhaps the
>>  vehicle->block closer to this.
>  
>  now we're getting closer. If the train driver chooses the next departure
>  its probably kind of a service plan for train drivers. This is not yet
>  implemented in railML but very similar to the rostering structure, wich is
>  a service plan for vehicles. The problem with the train drivers is that
>  they are much more complex (different skills, payment, pause times, ...)
>  to deal with.
>  

Hi Joachim,

actually the next departure is not related to the driver in our system.
Driver is just the user who selects the next departure from the system. So
in this context there is no need to know any information about the driver,
or even who is the driver or even if there is the driver :) 

As driver is the user of the information he/she needs to know the next
departures for the train he/she is sitting in not for driver itself.

You can imagine that the train intelligently answers driver's question:
"Dear train, please tell me all possible next departures where you, train,
can depart from this exact station we are currently at"

After this question train would generate this information, hopefully from
railml by searching next departures from last driven departure. Or in
railml next block from last driven block?

Br,
Tuomas

-- 
----== posted via PHP Headliner ==----
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